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Same-as Statement:

Restriction:

Subject-Matter Description: An introduction to reasoning about the effects of the technology created by computer scientists and understanding the ethical and real-world consequences of that technology. This course emphasizes direct participation and discussion using case studies to illustrate ethical topics.

Contact Hours (Lecture): 1  Contact Hours (Lab): 0  Value in Semester Hours 1

Repeatable:
☐ Yes  Grading Method: ☐ Student Option  ☐ Pass/Fail Only
☐ No  ☐ Letter Grade Only

Meeting Statement: Meets one hour per week for one semester.

Degree Plan Statement: C S 103F and C S 109 (Topic: Ethical Foundations of C S) may not both be counted.

Prerequisite Current:

Prerequisite Proposed:

Justification: Students will benefit from the knowledge of ethical foundations in CS in their future tech endeavors.
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